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This invention relates to the hydraulic dis 
ruption of solid masses by means of water jets 
which are directed substantially radially out 
Wardly from a well in the mass, and is particu 
larly concerned with an improved nozzle head 
which is suitable for that purpose. Such a nozzle 
head is useful in the removal of solids, like coke, 
from vessels, but may be employed for other pur 
pOSeS. 

In my Copending application, Serial No. 91,685, 
filed February 21, 1938, of which this is a contin 
luation-in-part, I have described particularly a 
process for cleaning vessels which contain solids, 
like carbonaceous material, particularly deposits 
of coke produced by the carbonization of hydro 
carbon oils, such as reaction and coking cham 
bers employed in petroleum cracking plants and 
the like, and asphaltic material, especially the 
Solid, brittle kind, by means of water jets. Ac 
cording to one embodiment of the process the 
body of material to be removed, such as coke in a 
vertical cylindrical coking chamber, is acted upon 
in three operations: 
In the first step, after opening the top and bot 

tom manholes and cooling the coke by means of 
steam followed by Water, the body of coke is can 
nulated vertically, either by drilling or by means 
of a vertically, preferably downwardly, directed 
jet of water, such as, for example, a jet dis 
charged from a Spear nozzle with a 7% or one 
inch diameter orifice, supported by and supplied 
through a vertical water feed pipe, and discharg 
ing water at between 400 and 750 gallons per 
minute. When Water is used, the fine particles 
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of coke displaced are diffused into the body of 
the coke bed, and the water drains through the 
coke, discharging through the lower manhole. In 
this step a vertical hole from one to several inches 
in diameter is formed through the coke bed at the 
axis of the chamber. The purpose of this step is 
to provide a tubular opening or well to permit a 
Water feed pipe, which is suspended and supplied 
with water at its upper end, and supports the noz 
2le head employed in the subsequent steps, to be 
lowered through the body of the coke. 

In the second step the opening is reamed to in 
crease the size of the initial opening to about 18 
to 24 inches in diameter so that the nozzle head 
employed in the last step may be used without 
fouling the coke bed. For this purpose the water 
feed pipe, which after the jetting in the first step 
is suspended within the coke bed, is lowered to 
extend through the lower manhole, and a reaming 
nozzle head is attached to the lower end in place 
of the Spear nozzle. The assembly is then raised 

(CI. 15—104.12) 
gradually or step-wise with the water pressure 
turned on. The reaming nozzle head comprises 
a rotor, rotatable about the axis of the water feed 
pipe and is a relatively small radial dimension, 
having about twice to three times the diameter is 
of the initial hole. It is provided with a plurality 
of reaction nozzles, which impart a relatively high 
rotary speed, such as about 1000 revolutions per 
minute to the head, and with a scraper on top. 
The nozzles discharge jets of Water tending up- 0 
Wardly which cut an enlarged. We into the solid 
material. The Second step is completed when 
the nozzle head has reached the top of the coke 
bed. Coke which is cut away or loosened by the 
nozzle head drops down through the opening into 15 
dump cars located beneath the coke chamber, and 
Water is collected by means of a pair of inclined 
aprons, which direct it into a trough, from which 
it flows into a settling basin, for recirculation 
through the water feed pipe. . 
In the third step (which may be begun befor 

the completion of the second step), the main 
body of the coke is disrupted and completely re 
moved from the chamber. The water feed pipe 
is again lowered to extend beneath the coking 25 
chamber, the reaming nozzle head is discon 
nected, and the main nozzle head is attached in 
its stead. Alternatively, the main nozzle head 
may be coupled beneath the reaming nozzle head. 
The main nozzle head is nonrotatably connected 80 . 
to the water feed pipe, and is provided with a . 
plurality of upwardly and with a plurality of 
downwardly directed nozzles which direct jets of 
water radially Outwardly to disrupt and Com 
pletely remove the coke from the chamber when 35 
the water supply is turned on and the nozzle head 
is raised into the enlarged well. Some of the 
nozzles on the main nozzle head are arranged to 
impart a rotary motion to the nozzle head, where 
by the nozzles assume a plurality of successive 40 
orientations, the rate of rotation being usually 
regulated by means of a brake operating on the 
water feed pipe so as not to exceed 2 to 4 revolu 
tions per minute. If desired, the rotation may be 
effected by applying an external rotating force on 
the feed pipe, it being in this case unnecessary to 
arrange the cutting nozzles to impart a turning 
moment to the nozzle head. 
An object of the present invention is to provide 

a nozzle head which may be employed to effect 60 
simultaneously the first and second steps of the 
process as Outlined above. While the nozzle head 
described in the present application is particu 
larly adapted for the removal of carbonaceous 
material by the process of the said parent appli- i. 
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cation, it may be employed for any operation in 
which it is desired to form an opening through 
a mass of Solid material, either continuous or 
packed, and irrespective of whether the operation 
results in the complete removal of solid material 
from the container. Thus, in the case of con 
tainers of Irelatively small diameters, a single pas 
Sage of the nozzle head according to the present 
invention may completely remove the solids; 
When containers of greater diameters are en 
Countered, a tubular opening is cut therethrough. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a 
nozzle head which will cut a hole of a relatively 
Small diameter through a body of solid material, 
by the action of a mechanical cutting tool, either 
alone, or aided by an axial jet, and which will 
enlarge the hole by the cutting action of water 
jets. 
While it is preferred, for purposes of conven 

ience in connection particularly with the cleaning 
of coke chambers, and to simplify the mechanical 
arrangement for guiding and Supporting the 
Water feed pipe, to move the nozzle head down 
Wardly in the position shown in the drawings, it 
should be noted that it is possible to invert it 
and move it upwardly, or in any other desired 
direction, depending upon the material being 
Worked upon or the shape of the container. For 
Convenience, the notations "above' and “below,' 
etc., have been used consistently in this specifi 
cation and claims to describe the device posi 
tioned as shown in the drawings, it being under 
stood that these terms are relative, and impose no 
restriction upon the use of the nozzle head. 
With the above and other objects in view, 

which will become apparent from the following 
detailed description, the invention resides in the 
construction and combination of parts described 
and claimed herein, considered together with the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view, partly in 
elevation, of the nozzle head; 

Figure 2 is a bottom plan view of the device 
shown in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a schematic vertical sectional view, 
partly in elevation, illustrating one, method of 
using the nozzle head; 

Figure 4 is an elevation view, partly in section, 
of the lower rotating portion of a modified form 
of the nozzle head; 

Figure 5 is a bottom plan view of the device 
shown in Figure 4; 

Figure 6 is an enlarged detail view of the edge 
of the cutting plate taken on line 6-6 of Fig 
ure 1; and 

Figure is a longitudinal Sectional view of a 
nozzle suitable for the devices shown in Fig 
ures 1 to 4. 

Referring to Figures 1, 2, and 3, a supporting 
pipe is provided with external drill pipe threads 
at its upper end, adapted for connection with a 
vertical Water feed pipe 2 (see Figure 3) and 
with an out-turned flange 3 at its lower end. A 
pair of ball bearing nests, 4, 5, are mounted on 
the pipe with their inner races in engagement 
with the exterior of the pipe f, the inner race 
of the lower nest 4 resting on the flange 3, 
and the inner race of the upper nest 5 being 
Spaced therefrom by an inner spacing, sleeve 6. 
A threaded retaining ring 7, secured against rota 
tion by a set screw 8, retains the upper inner race 
in position. An annular bead is provided on the 
upper face of the retaining ring. 
The rotor comprises a housing 9 which may be 

Slid downwardly over the bearing nests and over 
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an outer spacing sleeve to, which separated the 
outer races of the bearing nests. The housing 9 
is provided with a hole f for the introduction of 
a lubricant, which reaches the bearing nests by 
Way of an annular groove 2 on the Outer face 
of the spacing sleeve to and one or more holes 
f3 passing through the sleeve. A rotating ring 
4, which may be mounted on the pipe prior 

to the bearing nests, supports the Outer race of 
the lower bearing nest 4, being itself supported by 
the flange plate 5, which is secured to the out 
turned flange 6 of the housing 9 by means of 
studs 7. The inner face of the top of the hous 
ing 9 is chamfered at 8 to receive the annular 
bead on the retaining ring to prevent the es 
cape of bearing grease. A gasket 9 may be in 
terposed between the bottom of the housing 9 
and the flange plate 5, sealing the rotating ring 
f4 against the flange plate 5. 
The flange plate 5 has a central hole, in which 

a cup 20, (which may be constructed of a short 
piece of seamless pipe closed by a Welding head) 
forming a conduit means in communication. With 
the pipe f is secured, as by welding. The upper 
edge of the cup 20 is provided with an annular 
bead, fitting into a groove 2 in the lower face of 
the flange 3. The ring f4 is also chamfered 
as shown. The construction of the ring 4 and 
the bead on the cup 20 prevent the flow of Water 
into the bearing nests, and the escape of bear 
ing grease therefrom. The outer edges of the 
flange 6 and the flange plate 5 are similarly 
chamfered, as shown at 5a. 

Four cutting plates or blades 22 are welded to 
the lower face of the fange plate 5 and to the 
cup 20. These plates are approximately in the 
shape of sectors of a circle, as shown, extending 
radially beyond the flange plate 5. The outer 
edges 23 are shaped as cutting edges, bevelled to 
approximately 15' (see Figures 2 and 6) and are 
hardened. They may, for example, be made of 
stellite alloy and ground. 
A spear nozzle 24 with a Smooth, gradually 

tapering bore 25 is threadedly mounted at the 
bottom of the cup 20, and is shaped to direct a 
substantially confined jet of water downwardly. 
It is preferably, but not necessarily, located co 
axially with the axes of the pipe, and preferably 
located entirely above the lower edge of the cut 
ting blades, so as to be protected thereby. 

Four curved conduits 26 are mounted in com 
munication with the interior of cup 20, as shown 
in Figure 2, shaped to Supply water to stub noz 
zles 27, mounted in the blades 22, disposed to 
discharge. Substantially confined jets of water 
horizontally, in a direction perpendicular to the 
face of the blades. These nozzles 27 may be con 
structed as shown in Figure 7, with a smooth, 
gradually tapering bore 28. While the nozzles 27 
have been shown to be mounted to discharge hor 
izontal streams, tangential with respect to the 
axis of the nozzle head, So as to impart the maxi 
mum turning force to the rotor, some or all of 
them may be inclined downwardly, as shown in 
Figures 4 and 5, or even upwardly. It is desir 
able to locate the nozzles 2 and conduits 26 
wholly within and above the cup-shaped sur 
face of revolution described by the cutting edges 
upon the rotation of the rotor, whereby the noz 
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zles and conduits are protected against impact 
with Coke. 
A plurality of conical tips 29, constructed of 

heat treated tool steel, and provided with thread 
ed Shanks 39, are mounted on the flange 6, to 
prevent coke which may become loosened and 
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2,218,180 
bridge the opening from stopping the rotation of 
the rotor. 
A plurality of semi-circular indentations 3 are 

cut into the Outer edge of the flange plate 5 
and the flange f6. These indentations are bev 
elled at the trailing edges 3 a so as to permit 
water to rise through the indentation when the 
rotor is in operation. 

Operation (Figure 3) 
Although the nozzle head may be used for other 

purposes, its use will be described in connection 
with the cleaning of a coke or reaction chamber. 
Referring to Figure 3, 32 represents a vertical 
cylindrical coke chamber of the usual cracking 
installation which may, for example, be 40 feet 
in height and 10 feet in diameter. 33 represents 
a body of coke which has been deposited therein. 
To cannulate the coke bed and ream the opening 
(these Operations corresponding to the first two 
steps of the process described above), after the 
removal of the top and bottom manhole covers 
and at least partially cooling the coke, the noz 
zle head is attached to the water feed pipe 2, 
suitably supported from the top, and lowered into 
the chamber from a point above the coke cham 
ber, full water pressure being turned on when 
the nozzles 2 have entered the chamber. 
The water discharging from the spear nozzle 24 

pierces a hole 34 several feet ahead of the cutter 
blades. The reaction of the water discharging 
through the nozzles 27 causes the rotor to revolve 
at a high speed, such as, 1000 revolutions per 
minute. The nozzle head is gradually lowered 
bringing the cutting edges 23 of the cutting 
plates 22 into engagement with the coke, where 
by they will cut a tubular opening through the 
coke. At the level of the nozzles 27 this opening 
will be enlarged as shown at 35 by the cutting 
action of the tangential water jets. 
The diameter of the opening formed by the ac 

tion of the tangential Water jets will usually be 
from 1% to 2% times the diametric distance be 
tween the upper portions of the cutting edges 
23. The assembly is gradually lowered until the 
nozzle head extends through the bottom manhole 
33. During the downward passage of the nozzle 
head the fine particles of coke and the water are 
diffused through the coke bed, the water dis 
charging through the lower manhole 36. The 
action of the jet from the nozzle 24 provides a 
Substantial area for the seepage of Water into 
the coke bed in view of the fact that the bottom 
of the hole 38 will be several feet below the cut 
ters 22. If the rate of water flow into the coke 
bed below the nozzle head is insufficient, the ex 
ceSS Water and at times, coke will flow upwards 
around the flange plate 5 and through the in 
dentation 3 entering the body of the coke at 
points above the nozzle head. At times Small 
quantities of the disintegrated coke will build up 
above the nozzle head but these quantities were 
foung to be insufficient to retard the speed of 
rotation appreciably and to interfere with the 
cutting operation. 

In the modifications illustrated in Figures 4 
and 5, the pipe f, housing 9, and the bearing and 
lubrication arrangements are the same as illus 
trated in Figure 1. The lower portion of the rotor 
comprises the flange plate 5' with indentations 
3,3a, supporting a cup 20, cutting plates 22, 
with cutting edges 23, all as in Figure 1. Instead 
of a spear nozzle, the modified assembly comprises 
a star shaped drill 3, provided with a plurality, 
such as 5, cutting edges. The shank 38 of the 

3 
drill is welded to a square plate 39 having a 
central hole housing the shank 38. The plate 39 
is secured to the cutting plates 22' by welding 
as shown in Figure 5. 
The curved conduits 26 are in communication 

with the cup 20' and with the nozzles 2', mount 
ed in the cutting plates 22, the only difference 
between this construction and that previously de 
Scribed being that the axes of the nozzles 27' 
are inclined downwardly at an angle of about 
30 below the horizontal. - This arrangement 
Causes the Water jets from the tangential nozzle 
27’ to cut the hole in advance of the upper por 
tions of the cutting plates 22, thereby reducing 
the load placed upon the latter. 
The nozzle head of Figures 4 and 5 may be em 

ployed in the manner described above. 
The sizes of the nozzles and rates of discharge 

may be varied with the size of the installation 
and the particular purpose to be effected. By 
Way of example, it may be stated that for cut 
ting a tubular opening through a coke chamber 
Of the type and size described above, the diamet 
ric distance between the upper outer portions of 
the cutting plates 22 or 22' may be 12% inches; 
the diameter of the orifice of the spear nozzle 
24 may be is inch; and that of the tangential 
nozzles 27 and 27 may be is inch, although, for 
the installation described, spear nozzle orifices 
of from about 9% to % inch diameters, and tan 
gential nozzles of from 4 to 4 inch diameter 
may usually be employed. Sufficient water pres 
sure is applied to the Water feed pipe 2 to cause 
the total rate of discharge to be between about 
400 and 900 gallons perminute. 
Such rates of discharge will cause the Water 

jets to have velocities of between about 100 and 
500 feet per second, preferably above 250 feet per 
second. It is desirable to employ Orifices having 
Smooth bores so that the jets Will not substan 
tially break up or spread prior to impact, where 
by erosion is minimized and cutting of the jet is 
materially increased. 
While I have given particular dimensions suit 

able for a particular installation, it is understood 
that this invention is not limited thereto, but 
may be employed in Connection with other rates 
of water flow and sizes of Orifices without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. In a nozzle head for cutting into a body of 

solid material, the combination of a vertical con 
duit adapted for connection with a source of 
liquid under pressure, a rotor rotatably mounted 
on said conduit, one or more cutters having. 
cutting edges extending beneath the conduit and 
radially outwards from the axis thereof, reaction 
nozzle means on Said rotor in flow communica 
tion with said conduit arranged to impart a turn 
ing motion to said rotor, and a substantially 
downwardly directed Spear nozzle located entire 
ly above the lower edge of the cutter, disposed 
to cut a well into said solid material beneath 
said cutting edge, whereby, the downwardly di 
rected nozzle is protected by Said cutter. 

2. In a nozzle head for Cutting into a body of 
solid material, the combination of a vertical con 
duit adapted for connection with a source of 
liquid under pressure, a rotor rotatably mounted 
on said conduit, a conduit means on said rotor 
in flow Communication. With Said conduit, a plu 
rality of cutting blades on said rotor extending 
substantially radially outwardly and beneath said 
conduit member having cutting edges facing out 
wardly and downwardly, a plurality of reaction 
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nozzles supported by said cutting blades, arranged 
to impart a turning motion to said rotor, means 
for supplying liquid from Said conduit means to 
said reaction nozzles, the reaction nozzles and 
the means for supplying liquid thereto lying with 
in and above the surface of revolution described 
by the cutting edges upon the rotation of the ro 
tor, and means for cutting a well into Said solid 
material beneath said cutting edgeS. 

3. In a nozzle head for cutting into a body of 
solid material, the combination of a vertical con 
duit adapted for connection with a source - of 
liquid under pressure, a rotor rotatably mounted 
on said conduit, a conduit means on said rotor in 
flow communication with said conduit, a plural 
ity of cutting blades on said rotor extending sub 
stantially radially outwardly and beneath said 
conduit member having cutting edges facing out 
Wardly and downwardly, a plurality of reaction 
nozzles supported by Said cutting blades, ar 
ranged to impart a turning motion to Said rotor, 
means for supplying liquid from Said conduit 
means to said reaction nozzles, and a substan 
tially downwardly directed Spear nozzle in com 
munication with said conduit means arranged to 
cut a well into said solid material beneath said 
cutting edge, said reaction nozzles, said means 
for supplying liquid thereto, and said spear nozzle 
all lying within and above the surface of revolu 

2,218,130. 
tion described by the cutting edges upon the ro 
tation of the rotor. 

4. In a nozzle head for cutting into a body of 
Solid material, the combination of a vertical con 
duit means adapted for connection with a source 
of liquid under pressure, a rotor rotatably 
mounted on said conduit, a plurality of cutting 
blades on said rotor extending beneath the con 
duit and substantially radially outwards from the 
axis thereof, a plurality of reaction nozzles sup 
ported by Said cutting blades and means for Sup 
plying liquid from said conduit means to said re 
action nozzles. 

5. In a nozzle head for cutting into a body of 
solid material, the combination of a vertical con 
duit adapted for connection with a source of 
liquid under pressure, a rotor rotatably mounted 
on Said conduit, a plurality of cutting blades on 
said rotor extending beneath the conduit and 
substantially radially outwards from the axis 
thereof, a plurality of reaction nozzles supported 
by said cutting blades and arranged and disposed 
to discharge liquid jets Substantially outwardly 
and downwardly, means for Supplying liquid from 
said conduit means to Said reaction nozzles 
and means for cutting a well into said solid ma 
terial beneath said cutting blades. 
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